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Dear User, 
 
We inform you that our Company respects and protects your privacy by indicating below the information regarding 
the processing of personal data of Users who interact with this website This information exclusively concerns the 
possible processing of users' personal data while browsing our website or in case of sending requests for information. 
 

CHI SIAMO 

DATA CONTROLLER: VISAF S.r.l. 
Registered office:  Via Rinaldoni 16 – 60030 Serra de’ Conti (AN) 
VAT number: 01293310429 
Phone: 0731/879460 
E-mail:  info@visaf.com 
Website:                                       www.visaf.com 

WHY WE PROCESS YOUR DATA (Purposes and legal bases) 
Users' data are collected and used to allow proper navigation on the Website, to improve the browsing experience as 
well as to respond to any requests and communications from Users. 
Where applicable, only with your prior and express consent, the information you provide will also be used for our 
marketing and sponsorship of products and services. 

 
WHAT WE DO WITH YOUR DATA (Categories of data, necessary requirement) 
Some data are necessary and therefore mandatory in order to browse the website (browsing data) while others are 
optional (data provided voluntarily by users). 

- NECESSARY DATA: the IT systems and software procedures responsible for the operation of this Site acquire, 
during their normal operation, some navigation personal data whose transmission is implicit in the use of 
internet communication protocols. Such information is not collected to be associated with identified Data 
subjects, but which could, through processing and association with data held by third parties, still allow users 
to be identified. This category of data includes the IP addresses or domain names of the computers used by 
the Users who connect to the Site; the addresses expressed in URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) of the 
requested resources; the time of the request; the method used to submit the request to the server, the size of 
the file obtained in response; the numeric code indicating the status of the response given by the server (e.g. 
success, error, etc.) and other parameters relating to the operating system and the User's IT environment.  
These data are used in order to obtain anonymous statistical information on the use of the Site, to check its 
correct functioning and improve the browsing experience of the Users. These data are deleted immediately 
after their processing. The data could also be used to establish liability for hypothetical cybercrimes. 

- DATA PROVIDED VOLUNTARILY BY USERS: the optional, explicit and voluntary sending of data in web forms or 
e-mail to the addresses indicated on this Web Site entails the subsequent acquisition of the sender’s address, 
which is necessary to respond to requests, as well as any other personal data entered in the letter or given at 
the time of booking. 

 

HOW WE PROCESS YOUR DATA AND WITH WHICH TOOLS (Processing mode) 
Your personal data will be processed by our Company through the use of analog and digital systems. 

Only personnel authorized by the Data Controller will be able to access your data to carry out the processing or system 
maintenance operations.  
We take all technical and organisational measures to avoid unauthorized access, disclosure, modification or destruction 
problems.  These measures have been reported within our privacy management system, which allows to maintain a 
constant monitoring of protection against the data processed, as well as a continuous adaptation of the procedures 
according to the evolution of the Company reality.  
The website domain has its data centers positioned exclusively in Europe. 
We assure you that your data will not be transferred to third countries not belonging to the European Union or with 
personal data protection regulations not aligned with EU Regulation 2016/679, or to subjects who have not adhered to 
specific codes of conduct or binding corporate rules, approved by the Supervisory Authorities. We also specify that we 
do not use, within our organization, an automated decision-making, including profiling, which produces legal effects 
that concern you and / or that significantly affect your person. 
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TO WHOM WE COMMUNICATE YOUR DATA (Communication to third parties and categories of recipients 

With regard to the reports analysis, analyses carried out internally by our staff in charge of the proper management and 
development of the Website, without prejudice to any processing carried out by third parties appointed by us for the 
management of the Website, duly appointed as data processors, no data collected during navigation on the Site by 
Users is communicated to third parties or disseminated. 
The complete and updated list of authorized persons and data processors can always be requested from the Data 
Controller, in the manner indicated in this statement. 
It is further specified that since the installation of cookies and other tracking systems is operated by third parties through 
the services used within this Website, this specific processing activity cannot be technically controlled by the Data 
Controller, therefore any specific reference to cookies and tracking systems installed by third parties is to be considered 
indicative. To obtain complete information, the User is invited to consult the privacy policy of any third party services 
listed in this document. 
 

HOW LONG WE KEEP YOUR DATA (Storage Period) 
The Data are processed for the time necessary to perform the service requested by the User, or required by the purposes 
described in this document. 
Cookies have a duration dictated by the expiration date, or by a specific action such as closing the browser, set at the 
time of installation. 
Cookies can be: 

- TEMPORARY OR SESSION (session cookies): they are used to store temporary information, allow you to connect 
the actions performed during a specific session and are removed from the computer when the browser is 
closed; 

- PERMANENT (persistent cookies): they are used to store information, such as the login name and password, in 
order to prevent the user from having to type them again every time he visits a specific site. These remain 
stored on the computer even after closing the browser. 

 

WHAT ARE YOUR RIGHTS 
We guarantee all the rights of the Data subject provided for by the EU Regulation 2016/679. At any time you can directly 

request the Data Controller to view, correct, cancel or limit the data concerning you. We guarantee the right to data 

portability and, therefore, at any time, you can request a digital copy of your data or even automatic transfer to other 

companyes. In the foreseen cases, you can object or withdraw the consent given. Your right to lodge a complaint with 

the Authority Guarantor for the Protection of Personal Data is also safeguarded if you do not agree with our processing 

methods. 

 

HOW TO EXERCISE YOUR RIGHTS 
In order to follow up your rights or to request further information regarding the processing of your personal data carried 

out by our Company, please contact the Data Controller, in order to verify together the legal prerequisites and to be 

able to answer your requests in the most rapid and exhaustive way possible. You can send a request using the "GDPR 

Rights Form" provided by the Data Controller on the company website. 

 

UPDATES 
The Information is the tool provided by the EU Regulation 2016/679 as an application of the principle of transparency 

and has the purpose of helping you (Data subject) in the management of the information we process and which concern 

you. As the processing methods vary, or in the event of a change in national or european legislation, the information 

may be reviewed and integrated. In the event of important changes or changes in the processing purposes, you will be 

notified in advance through the corporate communication tools. 

 
 

 


